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Abstract—Multiprocessor mapping and scheduling algorithms have been extensively studied over the past few decades and have

been tackled from different perspectives. In the late 1980’s, the two-step decomposition of scheduling—into clustering and cluster-

scheduling—was introduced. Ever since, several clustering and merging algorithms have been proposed and individually reported to

be efficient. However, it is not clear how effective they are and how well they compare against single-step scheduling algorithms or

other multistep algorithms. In this paper, we explore the effectiveness of the two-phase decomposition of scheduling and describe

efficient and novel techniques that aggressively streamline interprocessor communications and can be tuned to exploit the significantly

longer compilation time that is available to embedded system designers. We evaluate a number of leading clustering and merging

algorithms using a set of benchmarks with diverse structures. We present an experimental setup for comparing the single-step against

the two-step scheduling approach. We determine the importance of different steps in scheduling and the effect of different steps on

overall schedule performance and show that the decomposition of the scheduling process indeed improves the overall performance.

We also show that the quality of the solutions depends on the quality of the clusters generated in the clustering step. Based on the

results, we also discuss why the parallel time metric in the clustering step may not provide an accurate measure for the final

performance of cluster-scheduling.

Index Terms—Interprocessor communication, multiprocessor systems, scheduling, task partitioning.

�

1 INTRODUCTION

THIS research addresses the two-phase method of
scheduling that was introduced by Sarkar [27] in which

task clustering is performed in advance of the actual task to
processor mapping and scheduling process and as a
compile-time preprocessing step. This method, while
simple, is a remarkably capable strategy for mapping task
graphs onto embedded multiprocessor systems that aggres-
sively streamlines interprocessor communication. In most
of the follow-up work, the focus has been on developing
simple and fast algorithms (e.g., mostly constructive
algorithms that choose a lower complexity approach over
a potentially more thorough one with a higher complexity,
and that do not revisit their choices) for each step [14], [21],
[26], [31] and relatively little work has been done on
developing algorithms at the other end of the complexity/
solution-quality trade-off (i.e., algorithms such as genetic
algorithms that are more time consuming but have the
potential to compute higher quality solutions). To the
authors’ best knowledge, there has also been little work
on evaluating the idea of decomposition or comparing
scheduling algorithms that are composed of clustering and
merging (i.e., two-step scheduling algorithms) against each
other or against one-step scheduling algorithms.

Embedded multiprocessor systems are typically de-
signed as final implementations for dedicated functions;
modifications to embedded system implementations are
rare, and this allows embedded system design tools to
employ more thorough, time-intensive optimization tech-
niques. In contrast, multiprocessor mapping strategies for
general purpose systems are typically designed with low to
moderate complexity as a constraint [23]. Based on this
observation, we took a new look at the two-step decom-
position of scheduling in the context of embedded systems
and developed an efficient evolutionary-based clustering
algorithm (called CFA) that was shown to outperform the
other leading clustering algorithms [10]. We also introduced
a randomization approach to be applied to deterministic
algorithms so they can exploit increases in additional
computational resources (compile time tolerance) to explore
larger segments of the solution space. This approach also
provides a method for comparing the guided-random
search algorithms against deterministic algorithms in a fair
setup and is employed in this paper.

Most existing merging techniques do not consider the
timing and ordering information generated in the clustering
step. In this work, we have modified the ready-list
scheduling algorithm to schedule groups of tasks or clusters
instead of individual tasks. Our algorithm utilizes the
information from the clustering step and uses the tasks’
starting times that are determined during the clustering
step to assign priorities to the clusters. We call the
employed merging algorithm the Clustered Ready List
Scheduling Algorithm (CRLA).

Our contribution in this paper is as follows: We first
evaluate a number of leading clustering algorithms such as
CFA [10], Sarkar’s Internalization Algorithm (SIA) [27], and
Yang and Gerasoulis’s Dominant Sequence Clustering
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(DSC) algorithm [31] in conjunction with a cluster-schedul-
ing or merging algorithm called CRLA and show that the
choice of clustering algorithm can significantly change the
overall performance of the scheduling. We address the
potential inefficiency implied in using the two phases of
clustering and merging with no interaction between the
phases and introduce a solution that, while taking advan-
tage of this decomposition, increases the overall perfor-
mance of the resulting mappings. We present a general
framework for the performance comparison of guided
random-search algorithms against deterministic algorithms
and an experimental setup for the comparison of one-step
against two-step scheduling algorithms. This framework
helps to determine the importance of different steps in the
scheduling problem and the effect of different approaches
in the overall performance of the scheduling. We show that
decomposition of the scheduling process improves the
overall performance and that the quality of the solutions
depends on the quality of the clusters generated in the
clustering step. We also discuss why the parallel execution
time metric is not a sufficient measure for performance
comparison of clustering algorithms.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
present the background and definitions used in this paper.
In Section 3, we state the problem and our proposed
framework. Experimental results are given in Section 4 and
we conclude in Section 5 with a summary of the paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

We represent the applications that are to be mapped into
parallel implementations in terms of the task graph model. A
task graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G ¼ ðV ;EÞ,
where

. V is the set of task nodes, which are in one-to-one
correspondence with the computational tasks in the
application (V ¼ fv1; v2; . . . ; vjV jg),

. E is the set of communication edges (each member is
an ordered pair of tasks),

. t : V ! @ denotes a function that assigns an execu-
tion time to each member of V , and

. C : V � V ! @ denotes a function that gives the cost
(latency) of each communication edge. That is,
Cðvi; vjÞ is the cost of transferring data between vi
and vj if they are assigned to different processors
and Cðvi; vjÞ ¼ 0 if vi and vj are assigned to the same
processor.

2.1 Scheduling and Clustering

The concept of clustering has been broadly applied to
numerous applications and research problems such as
parallel processing, load balancing, and partitioning [27],
[20], [22]. Clustering is also often used as a front-end to
multiprocessor system synthesis tool and as a compile-time
preprocessing step in mapping parallel programs onto
multiprocessor architectures. In this research, we are only
interested in the latter context, where, given a task graph
and an infinite number of fully connected processors, the
objective of clustering is to assign tasks to processors. In this
context, clustering is used as the first step to scheduling

parallel architectures and is used to group basic tasks into
subsets that are to be executed on the same processor. Once
the clusters of tasks are formed, the task execution ordering
of each processor will be determined and tasks will run
sequentially on each processor with zero intracluster over-
head. The justification for clustering is that if two tasks are
clustered together and are assigned to the same processor
when an unbounded number of processors are available,
then they should be assigned to the same processor when
the number of processors is finite [27].

In general, regardless of the employed communication
network model, in the presence of heavy interprocessor
communication, clustering tends to adjust the communica-
tion and computational time by changing the granularity of
the program and forming coarser grain graphs. A perfect
clustering algorithm is considered to have a decoupling
effect on the graph, i.e., it should cluster tasks that are
heavily dependent (data dependency is relative to the
amount of data they exchange or the communication cost)
together and form composite nodes that can be treated as
nodes in another task graph. After performing clustering
and forming the new graph with composite task nodes,
there has to be a scheduling algorithm to map the new and
simpler graph to the final target architecture. To satisfy this,
clustering and list scheduling (and a variety of other
scheduling techniques) are used in a complementary
fashion in general. Consequently, clustering is typically
first applied to constrain the remaining steps of synthesis,
especially scheduling, so that they can focus on strategic
processor assignments.

The clustering goal (as well as the overall goal for this
decomposition scheme) is to minimize the parallel execu-
tion time while mapping the application to a given target
architecture. The parallel execution time (or simply parallel
time) is defined by the following expression:

�P ¼ maxðtlevelðvxÞ þ blevelðvxÞ j vx 2 V Þ; ð1Þ

where tlevelðvxÞ (blevelðvxÞ) is the length of the longest path
between node vx and the source (sink) node in the scheduled
graph, including all of the communication and computation
costs in that path, but excluding tðvxÞ from tlevelðvxÞ. Here,
by the scheduled graph, we mean the task graph with all
known information about clustering and task execution
ordering modeled using additional zero-cost edges. In
particular, if v1 and v2 are clustered together, and v2 is
scheduled to execute immediately after v1, then the edge
ðv1; v2Þ is inserted in the scheduled graph.

In the context of embedded system implementation, one
limitation shared by many existing clustering and schedul-
ing algorithms is that they have been designed for general
purpose computation. In the general-purpose domain, there
are many categories of applications for which short compile
time is of major concern. In such scenarios, it is highly
desirable to ensure that an application can be mapped to an
architecture within a matter of seconds. Thus, some
prominent examples of existing clustering algorithms such
as DSC [31], Linear clustering [11], and SIA [27] have also
been designed with low computational complexity as a
major goal. However, in embedded application domains,
such as signal/image/video processing, the quality of the
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synthesized solution is by far the most dominant considera-
tion, and designers of such systems can often tolerate
compile times on the order of hours or even days—if the
synthesis results are markedly better than those offered by
low complexity techniques. We have explored a number of
approaches for exploiting this increased compile-time-
tolerance. These will be presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

In this paper, we assume a clique topology for the
interconnection network where any number of processors
can perform interprocessor communication simultaneously.
We also assume dedicated communication hardware that
allows communication and computation to be performed
concurrently and we also allow communication overlap for
tasks residing in one cluster.

2.2 Existing Approaches

IPC-conscious scheduling algorithms have received high
attention in the literature and a great number of them are
based on the framework of clustering algorithms [27], [31],
[14], [17]. This group of algorithms, which are the main
interest of this paper, have been considered as scheduling
heuristics that directly emphasize reducing the effect of IPC
to minimize the parallel execution time.

As introduced in Section 2.1, Sarkar’s clustering algo-
rithm has a relatively low complexity. This algorithm is an
edge-zeroing refinement technique that builds the cluster-
ing step-by-step by examining each edge and clustering it
only if the parallel time is not increased. Due to its local and
greedy choices, this algorithm is prone to becoming trapped
in a poor search space. DSC builds the solution incremen-
tally as well. It makes changes with regard to the global
impact on the parallel execution time, but only accounts for
the local effects of these changes. This can lead to the
accumulation of suboptimal decisions, especially for large
task graphs with high communication costs, and graphs
with multiple critical paths. Nevertheless, this algorithm
has been shown to be capable of producing very good
solutions, and it is especially impressive given its low
complexity.

In comparison to the high volume of research work on
the clustering phase, there has been little research on the
cluster-scheduling or merging phase [16]. Among a few
merging algorithms are Sarkar’s task assignment algorithm
[27] and Yang’s Ready Critical Path (RCP) algorithm [29].
Sarkar’s merging algorithm is a modified version of list
scheduling with tasks being prioritized based on their ranks
in a topological sort ordering. This algorithm has a
relatively high time complexity. Yang’s merging algorithm
is part of the scheduling tool PYRROS [30] and is a low
complexity algorithm based on the load-balancing concept.
Since merging is the process of scheduling and mapping the
clustered graph onto the target embedded multiprocessor
system, it is expected to be as efficient as a scheduling
algorithm that works on a nonclustered graph. Both of these
algorithms lack this motive by oversimplifying assumptions
such as assigning an ordering-based priority and not
utilizing the (timing) information provided in the clustering
step. A recent work on physical mapping of task graphs
into parallel architectures with arbitrary interconnection
topology can be found in [12]. A technique similar to
Sarkar’s has been used by Lewis and El-Rewini as well in

[18]. GLB and LLB [26] are two cluster-scheduling algo-
rithms that are based on the load-balancing idea. Although
both algorithms utilize timing information, they are not
efficient in the presence of heavy communication costs in
the task graph. GLB also makes local decisions with respect
to cluster assignments which results in poor overall
performance.

Due to the deterministic nature of SIA and DSC, neither
can exploit the increased compile time tolerance in
embedded system implementation. There has been some
research on scheduling heuristics in the context of compile-
time efficiency [19], [14]; however, none studies the
implications from the compile time tolerance point of view.
Additionally, since they concentrate on deterministic algo-
rithms, they do not exploit compile time budgets that are
larger than the amounts of time required by their respective
approaches.

There has been some probabilistic search implementa-
tion of scheduling heuristics in the literature, mainly in the
forms of genetic algorithms (GA). The genetic algorithms
attempt to avoid getting trapped in local minima. Hou et al.
[8], Wang and Korfhage [32], Kwok and Ahmad [15],
Zomaya et al. [35], and Correa et al. [3] have proposed
different genetic algorithms in the scheduling context. Hou
et al. and Correa et al. use similar integer string representa-
tions of solutions. Wang and Korfhage use a two-dimen-
sional matrix scheme to encode the solution. Kwok and
Ahmad also use integer string representations, and Zomaya
et al. use a matrix of integer substrings. An aspect that all of
these algorithms have in common is a relatively complex
solution representation in the underlying GA formulation.
Each of these algorithms must check at each step for the
validity of the associated candidate solution and any time
basic genetic operators (crossover and mutation) that are
applied, a correction function needs to be invoked to
eliminate illegal solutions. This overhead also occurs while
initializing the first population of solutions. These algo-
rithms also need to significantly modify the basic crossover
and mutation procedures to be adapted to their proposed
encoding scheme. We show that in the context of the
clustering/merging decomposition, these complications can
be avoided in the clustering phase, and more streamlined
solution encodings can be used for clustering.

Correa et al. address compile time consumption in the
context of their GA approach. In particular, they run the
lower-complexity search algorithms as many times as the
number of generations of the more complex GA, and
compare the resulting compile times and parallel execution
times (schedule makespans). However, this measurement
provides only a rough approximation of compile time
efficiency. A more accurate measurement can be developed
in terms of fixed compile-time budgets (instead of fixed
numbers of generations). This will be discussed further in
Section 3.2.

As for the complete two-phase implementation, there is
also a limited body of research work providing a frame-
work for comparing the existing approaches. Liou and Palis
address this issue in their paper [21]. They first apply three
average-performing merging algorithms to their clustering
algorithm and, next, run the three merging algorithms
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without applying the clustering algorithm and conclude
that clustering is an essential step. They build their
conclusion based on problem and algorithmic-specific
assumptions. We believe that reaching such a conclusion
may need a more thorough approach and a specialized
framework and set of experiments. Hence, their comparison
and conclusions cannot be generalized to our context in this
paper. Dikaiakos et al. also propose a framework in [4] that
compares various combinations of clustering and merging.
In [26], Radulescu et al., to evaluate the performance of their
merging algorithm (LLB), use DSC as the base for clustering
algorithms and compare the performance of DSC and four
merging algorithms (Sarkar’s, Yang’s, GLB, and LLB)
against the one-step MCP algorithm. They show that their
algorithm outperforms other merging algorithms used with
DSC, while it is not always as efficient as MCP. In their
comparison, they do not take the effect of clustering
algorithms into account and only emphasize merging
algorithms.

In Section 4, we show that the clustering performance
does not necessarily provide an accurate answer to the
overall performance of the two-step scheduling and, hence,
cluster comparison does not provide important information
with regard to the scheduling performance. Hence, a more
accurate comparison approach should compare the two-
step against the one-step scheduling algorithms. In this
research, we will give a framework for such comparisons
that take the compile-time budget into account as well.

3 THE PROPOSED MAPPING ALGORITHM AND

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION

3.1 CFA: Clusterization Function Algorithm

In this section, we present a new framework for applying
GAs to multiprocessor scheduling problems. For such
problems, any valid and legal schedule should satisfy the
precedence constraints among the tasks and every task
should be present and appear only once in the schedule.
Hence, the representation of a schedule for GAs must
accommodate these conditions. Most of the proposed GA
methods satisfy these conditions by representing the
schedule as several lists of ordered task nodes where each
list corresponds to the task nodes run on a processor. These
representations are typically sequence-based [5]. Observing
the complexity of these representations and the fact that
conventional operators that perform well on bit-string
encoded solutions do not work on solutions represented
in the forms of sequences opens up the possibility of
gaining a high quality solution by designing a well-defined
representation. Hence, our solution only encodes the
mapping-related information and represents it as a single
subset of graph edges �, with no notion of an ordering
among the elements of �. This representation can be used
with a wide variety of scheduling and clustering problems.
Our technique is also the first clustering algorithm that is
based on the framework of genetic algorithms.

Our representation of clustering exploits the view of a
clustering as a subset of edges in the task graph. Gerasoulis
and Yang have suggested an analogous view of clustering
in their characterization of certain clustering algorithms as

being edge-zeroing algorithms [6]. In this paper, we apply
this subset-based view of clustering to develop an efficient
genetic algorithm formulation. For the purpose of a genetic
algorithm, the representation of graph clusterings as subsets
of edges is attractive since subsets have natural and efficient
mappings into the framework of genetic algorithms.

Derived from the schema theory (a schema denotes a
similarity template that represents a subset of f0; 1gl),
canonical GAs (which use binary representations of each
solution as fixed-length strings over the set f0; 1g and
efficiently handle optimization problems of the form
f : f0; 1g ! <) provide near-optimal sampling strategies
over subsequent generations [1]. Furthermore, binary
encodings in which the semantic interpretations of different
bit positions exhibit high symmetry (e.g., in our case, each
bit corresponds to the existence or absence of an edge
within a cluster) allow us to leverage extensive prior
research on genetic operators for symmetric encodings
rather than forcing us to develop specialized, less-thor-
oughly tested operators to handle the underlying nonsym-
metric, nontraditional, and sequence-based representation.
Hence, our binary encoding scheme is favored both by
schema theory and significant prior work on genetic
operators. Furthermore, by providing no constraints on
genetic operators, our encoding scheme preserves the
natural behavior of GAs. Finally, conventional GAs assume
that symbols or bits within an individual representation can
be independently modified and rearranged; however, a
scheduling solution must contain exactly one instance of
each task and the sequence of tasks should not violate the
precedence constraints. Thus, any deletion, duplication, or
moving of tasks constitutes an error. Traditional crossover
and mutation operators are generally capable of producing
infeasible or illegal solutions. Under such a scenario, the GA
must either discard or repair the nonviable solution. Repair
mechanisms transform infeasible individuals into feasible
ones. They may not always be successful. Our proposed
approach never generates an invalid solution and, thus,
saves repair-related compilation time that would otherwise
have been wasted in locating, removing, or correcting such
solutions. Our encoding of clustering is based on the
following definition:

Definition 1. Suppose that �i is a subset of task graph edges.
Then, f�i : E ! f0; 1g denotes the clusterization function
associated with �i. This function is defined by:

f�iðeÞ ¼
0 ifðe 2 �iÞ
1 otherwise;

�
ð2Þ

where E is the set of communication edges and e denotes an
arbitrary edge of this set. When using a clusterization function
to represent a clustering solution, the edge subset �i is taken to
be the set of edges that are contained in one cluster. To form the
clusters, we use the information given in � (zero and one
edges) and put every pair of task nodes that are joined with
zero edges together. The set � is defined as in (3):

� ¼ [ni¼1�i: ð3Þ

An illustration is shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1a, all the edges
of the graph are mapped to 1, which implies that the �i
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subsets are empty. In Fig. 1b, edges are mapped to both 0s
and 1s and four clusters have been formed. The associated
�i subsets of zero edges are given in Fig. 1c. The time
complexity of forming the clusters is OðjEjÞ.

In this paper, the term clustering represents a clustered
graph, where every pair of nodes in each cluster is
connected by a path. A clustered graph in general can have
tasks with no connections that are clustered together. In this
research, however, we do not consider such clusters. We
also use the term clustering and clustered graph inter-
changeably. Because it is based on clusterization functions
to represent candidate solutions, we refer to our GA
approach as the clusterization function algorithm (CFA). The
CFA representation offers some useful properties that are
described below (proofs of these properties are provided in
the Appendix):

Property 1. Given a clustering, there exists a clusterization
function that generates it.

Property 2. Given a clusterization function, there is a unique
clustering that is generated by it.

There is also an implicit use of knowledge in CFA-based
clustering. In most GA-based scheduling algorithms, the
initial population is generated by randomly assigning tasks
to different processors. The population evolves through the
generations by means of genetic operators and the selection
mechanism while the only knowledge about the problem
that is taken into account in the algorithm is of a structural
nature, through the verification of solution feasibility. In
such GAs, the search is accomplished entirely at random
considering only a subset of the search space. However, in
CFA, the assignment of tasks to clusters or processors is
based on the edge zeroing concept. In this context,
clustering tasks nodes together is not entirely random.
Two task nodes will only be mapped onto one cluster if
there is an edge connecting them and they can not be
clustered together if there is no edge connecting them
because this clustering cannot improve the parallel time.
Although GAs do not need any knowledge to guide their
search, GAs that do have the advantage of being augmented

by some knowledge about the problem they are solving
have been shown to produce higher quality solutions and to
be capable of searching the design space more thoroughly
and efficiently [3]. The implementation details of CFA are
provided in [9].

3.2 Randomized Clustering: RDSC, RSIA

Two of the well-known clustering algorithms discussed
earlier in this paper, DSC and SIA, are deterministic
heuristics, while our GA is a guided random search method
where elements in a given set of solutions are probabil-
istically combined and modified to improve the fitness of
populations. To be fair in the comparison of these
algorithms, we have implemented a randomized version
of each deterministic algorithm—each such randomized
algorithm, like the GA, can exploit increases in additional
computational resources (compile time tolerance) to explore
larger segments of the solution space.

Since the major challenge in clustering algorithms is to
find the most strategic edges to “zero” in order to minimize
the parallel execution time of the scheduled task graph, we
have incorporated randomization into the edge selection
process when deriving randomized versions of DSC (RDSC)
and SIA (RSIA). In the randomized version of SIA, we first
sort all the edges based on the sorting criteria of the
algorithm, i.e., the highest IPC cost edge has the highest
priority. The first element of the sorted list, that is, the
candidate edge to be zeroed (inserted in a cluster), then is
selected with probability p where p is a parameter of the
randomized algorithm (we call p the randomization para-
meter); if this element is not chosen, the second element is
selected with probability p; and so on, until some element is
chosen, or no element is returned after considering all the
elements in the list. In this last case (no element is chosen), a
random number is chosen from a uniform distribution over
f0; 1; . . . ; jT j � 1g (where T is the set of edges that have not
yet been clustered).

In the randomized version of the DSC algorithm, at each
clustering step, two node priority lists are maintained: a
partial free task list and a free task list, both sorted in
descending order of their task priorities (the priority for
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each task in the free list is the sum of the task’s tlevel and
blevel. The priority value of a partial free task is defined
based on the tlevel, IPC, and computational cost [31]). The
criterion for accepting a zeroing is that the value of
tlevelðvxÞ of the highest priority free list does not increase
by such zeroing. Similar to RSIA, we first sort based on the
sorting criteria of the algorithm, the first element of each
sorted list then is selected with probability p, and so on.
Further details on this general approach to incorporating
randomization into greedy, priority-based algorithms can
be found in [34].

When p ¼ 0, clustering is always randomly performed by
sampling a uniform distribution over the current set of
edges, and when p ¼ 1, the randomized technique reduces
to the corresponding deterministic algorithm. Each rando-
mized algorithm version begins by first applying the
underlying (original) deterministic algorithm, and then
repeatedly computing additional solutions with a “degree
of randomness” determined by p. The best solution
computed within the allotted (prespecified) compile-time
tolerance is returned. Our randomized algorithms, by way
of running the corresponding deterministic algorithms first,
maintain the performance bounds of the deterministic
algorithms. A careful analysis of the (potentially better)
performance bounds of the randomized algorithms is an
interesting direction for the future study. Experimentally,
we have found the best randomization parameters for RSIA
and RDSC to be 0.10 and 0.65, respectively.

3.3 Merging

Merging is the final phase of scheduling and is the process
of mapping a set of clusters (as opposed to task nodes) to
the parallel embedded multiprocessor system where a finite
number of processors is available. This process should also
maintain the minimum achievable parallel time while
satisfying the resource constraints and must be designed
to be as efficient as scheduling algorithms. As mentioned
earlier for the merging algorithm, we have modified the
ready-list scheduling heuristic so it can be applied to a
cluster of nodes (CRLA). This algorithm is indeed very
similar to the Sarkar’s task assignment algorithm except for
the priority metric: Studying the existing merging techni-
ques, we observed that if the scheduling strategy used in
the merging phase is not as efficient as the one used in the
clustering phase, the superiority of the clustering algorithm
can be negatively effected. To solve this problem, we
implemented a merging algorithm (clustered ready-list
scheduling algorithm or CRLA) such that it can use the
timing information produced by the clustering phase. We
observed that if we form the priority list in order of
increasing LST; TOPOLOGICAL SORT ORDERINGð Þ
of tasks (or blevel), tasks preserve their relative ordering
that was computed in the clustering step. LST ðviÞ or the
latest starting time of task vi is defined as LST ðviÞ ¼
LCT ðviÞ � tðviÞ. LCT ðviÞ or the latest completion time is the
latest time at which task vi can complete execution. Similar
to Sarkar’s task assignment algorithm, the same ordering is
also maintained when tasks are sorted within clusters.

In CRLA, initially there are no tasks assigned to the nP
available processors. The algorithm starts with the clustered
graph and maps it to the processor thorough Vj j iterations.

In each stage, a task at the head of the priority list is selected
and, along with other tasks in the same cluster, is assigned
to one of the nP processors that gives the minimum parallel
time increase from the previous iteration. For cluster to
processor assignment, we always assume all the processors
are idle or available. The algorithm finishes when the
number of clusters has been reduced to the actual number
of physical processors. In the following section, we explain
the implementation of the overall system.

3.4 Two-Phase Mapping

In order to implement the two-step scheduling techniques
described earlier, we used the three addressed clustering
algorithms: CFA, RDSC, and RSIA in conjunction with
CRLA. Our experiments were set up in two different
formats that are described in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.

3.4.1 First Approach

In the first step, the clustering algorithms, being character-
ized by their probabilistic search of the solution space, had
to run iteratively for a given time budget. Through
extensive experimentation with CFA using small and large
size graphs, we found that running CFA for 3,000 iterations
is the best setup for CFA. We then ran CFA for this number
of iterations and recorded the running time of the algorithm
as well as the resulting clustering and performance
measures. We used the recorded running time of CFA for
each input graph to determine the allotted running time for
RDSC or RSIA on the same graph. This technique allows
comparison under equal amounts of running time. After we
found the results of each algorithm within the specified
time budget, we used the clustering information as an input
to the merging algorithm described in Section 3.3 and ran it
once to find the final mapping to the actual target
architecture. In most cases, the number of clusters in CFA’s
final result is more than the number in RSIA or RDSC. RSIA
tends to find solutions with smaller numbers of clusters
than the other two algorithms. To compare the performance
of these algorithms, we set the number of actual processors
to be less than the minimum achieved number of clusters.
Throughout the experiments, we tested our algorithms for
two, four, and eight processor architectures depending on
the graph sizes.

3.4.2 Second Approach

Although CRLA employs the timing information provided
in the clustering step, the overall performance is still
sensitive to the employed scheduling or task ordering
scheme in the clustering step. To overcome this deficiency,
we modified the fitness function of CFA to be the merging
algorithm. Hence, instead of evaluating each cluster based
on its local effect (which would be the parallel time of the
clustered graph mapped to an infinite processor architec-
ture), we evaluate each cluster based on its effect on the
final mapping. Except for this modification, the rest of the
implementation details for CFA remain unchanged. RDSC
and RSIA are not modified although the experimental setup
is changed for them. Consequently, instead of running these
two algorithms for as long as the time budget allows,
locating the best clustering, and applying merging in one
step, we run the overall two-step algorithm within the time
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budget. That is, we run RDSC (RSIA) once, apply the
merging algorithm to the resulting clustering, store the
results, and start over. At the end of each iteration, we
compare the new result with the stored result and update
the stored result if the new one shows a better performance.
The difference between these two approaches is shown in
Fig. 2. Experimental results for this approach are given in
Section 4.

For the second proposed approach, the fitness evaluation
may become time-consuming as the graph size increases.
Fortunately, however, there is a large amount of parallelism
in the overall fitness evaluation process. Therefore, for
better scalability and faster runtime, one could develop a
parallel model of the second framework. One such model
(micrograin parallelism [15]) is the asynchronous master-
slave parallelization model [7]. This model maintains a
single local population while the evaluation of the
individuals is performed in parallel. This approach requires
only knowledge of the individual being evaluated (not the
whole population), so the overheard is greatly reduced.
Other parallelization techniques such as course-grained and
fine-grained [15] can also be applied for performance
improvements to both approaches, while the micrograin
approach would be most beneficial for the second
approach, which has a costly fitness function.

3.5 Comparison Method

In this section, we present a comparison framework that
will help us answer some unanswered questions regarding
the performance and effectiveness of multistep scheduling
algorithms. We will determine 1) if a preprocessing step
(clustering here) is advantageous to the multiprocessor
scheduling, 2) the effect of each step (clustering and cluster
scheduling) on the overall performance, and 3) the
performance measures for each step.

To compare the performance of a two-step decomposi-
tion scheme against a one-step approach, since our
algorithms are probabilistic (and time-tolerant) search
algorithms, we need to compare them against a one-step
scheduling algorithm with similar characteristics, i.e.,
capable of exploiting the increased compile time. Conse-
quently, we first selected a one-step evolutionary based
scheduling algorithm, called combined genetic-list algorithm
(CGL) [3], that was shown to have outperformed the
existing one-step evolutionary based scheduling algo-
rithms. Next, we selected a well-known and efficient list
scheduling algorithm (that could also be efficiently mod-
ified to be employed as a cluster-scheduling algorithm).

The algorithm we selected is an important generalization of

list-scheduling, which is called ready-list scheduling and

has been formalized by Printz [25]. Ready-list scheduling

maintains the list-scheduling convention that a schedule is

constructed by repeatedly selecting and scheduling ready

nodes, but eliminates the notion of a static priority list and a

global time clock. In our implementation, we used the

blevelðvxÞ metric to assign node priorities. We also used the

insertion technique to further improve the scheduling

performance. With the same technique described in

Section 3.2, we also applied randomization to the process

of constructing the priority list of nodes and implemented a

randomized ready-list scheduling (RRL) technique that can

exploit increases in additional computational resources. We

then set up an experimental framework for comparing the

performance of the two-step CFA (the best of the three

clustering algorithms CFA, RDSC, and RSIA [10]) and

CRLA against one-step CGL and RRL algorithms. We also

compared DSC and CRLA against the RL algorithm (Step 3

in Fig. 3).
In the second part of these experiments, we study the

effect of each step in overall scheduling performance. To

find out if an efficient merging can make up for an average

performing clustering, we applied CRLA to several cluster-

ing heuristics: First, we compared the performance of the

two well-known clustering algorithms (DSC and SIA)

against the randomized versions of these algorithms (RDSC

and RSIA) with CRLA as the merging algorithm. Next, we

compared the performance of CFA and CRLA against

RDSC and RSIA. By keeping the merging algorithm

unchanged in these sets of experiments, we are able to

study the effect of a good merging algorithm when

employed with clustering techniques that exhibit a range

of performance levels.
To find out the effect of a good clustering while

combined with an average-performing merging algorithm,

we modified CRLA to use different metrics such as

topological ordering and static level to prioritize the tasks

and compared the performance of CFA and CRLA against

CFA and the modified-CRLA. We repeated this comparison

for RDSC and RSIA. In each set of these experiments, we

kept the clustering algorithm fixed so we can study the

effect of a good clustering when used with different

merging algorithms. The outline of this experimental set

up is presented in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. The diagrammatic difference between the two different implementations of the two-step clustering and cluster-scheduling or merging

techniques. Both find the solution at the given time budget.



4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON

In this section, we present the performance results and
comparisons of clustering and merging algorithms described
in Section 3. All algorithms were implemented on an Intel
Pentium III processor with a 1.1 GHz CPU speed. All the
heuristics have been tested with three sets of input graphs
that use similar structures and sizes as used in the literature.
These three sets consist of 1) Reference Graphs (RG) that are task
graphs that have been previously used by different research-
ers and addressed in the literature, 2) Application Graphs (AG)
that involve numerical computations (number of tasks varies
from 10 to 2,000 tasks) and digital signal processing (DSP),
and 3) Random Graphs (RANG) that are generated using Sih’s
random benchmark graph generator [28]. Sih’s generator
attempts to construct synthetic benchmarks that are similar in
structure to task graphs of real applications. Due to limited
space, in this paper, we only present the detailed results of the
FFT application from the AG set and a subset of RANG set
graphs. More details on test graph sets and complete results
are provided in [9].

To make a more accurate comparison, we have used the
Normalized Parallel Time (NPT) that is defined as:

NPT ¼ �P=
X
vi2CP

tðviÞ
 !

; ð4Þ

where �P is the parallel time. The sum of the execution
times on the Critical Path (CP ) represents a lower bound on
the parallel time. Running times of the algorithms are not
useful measures in our case because we run all the
algorithms under an equal time-budget.

4.1 Results for the Application Graphs (AG) Set

The results of the performance comparisons of one-step
scheduling algorithms versus two-step scheduling algo-
rithms for a subset of the AG set (FFT set) are given in Fig. 4.
The number of nodes varies from 100 to 2,500 nodes
depending on the matrix size N . The CCR values represent
the communication to computation ratio that is the average
communication cost to the average computation cost. The

first six graphs show the performance of the CFA and
CRLA against RRL and CGL algorithm for two, four, and
eight processor architectures.

A quantitative comparison of these algorithms is given in
Table 1 and Table 2. The experimental results of studying
the effect of clustering on the AG set are given in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6. We observed that CFA performs its best in the
presence of heavy interprocessor communication cost (e.g.,
CCR = 10). In such situations, exploiting parallelism in the
graph is particularly difficult, and most other algorithms
perform relatively inefficiently and tend to greedily cluster
edges to avoid IPC (over 97 percent of the time, CFA
outperformed other algorithms under high communication
costs). The trend in multiprocessor technology is toward
increasing costs of interprocessor communication relative to
processing costs (task execution times) [2], and we see that
CFA is particularly well suited toward handling this trend
(when used prior to the scheduling process).

4.2 Results for the Random Graphs (RANG) Set

In this section, we have shown the experimental results (in
terms of average NPT or ANPT) for setI of the RANG task
graphs. Fig. 7 shows the results of comparing RRL and CGL
against the two step CFA and CRLA and RL scheduling
against the two-step DSC algorithm and CRLA. The
experimental results of studying the effect of clustering
are given in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. In general, it can be seen that,
as the number of processors increases, the difference
between the algorithms performance becomes more appar-
ent. This is because, when the number of processors is
small, the merging algorithm has limited choices for the
mapping of clusters and, hence, most tasks end up running
on the same processor regardless of their initial clustering.

A quantitative comparison of these scheduling algo-
rithms is also given in Table 1 and Table 2. It can be seen
that, given two equally good one-step and two-step
scheduling algorithms, the two-step algorithm gains better
performance compared to the single-step algorithm. DSC is
a relatively good clustering algorithm but is not as efficient
as CFA or RDSC. However, it can be observed that, when
used against a one-step scheduling algorithm, it still can
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup for comparing the effectiveness of a one-step versus the two-step scheduling method.



offer better solutions (up to 14 percent improvement). It can
also be observed that, the better the quality of the clustering
algorithms, the better the overall performance of the
scheduling algorithms. In this case, CFA clustering is better
than RDSC and RSIA and RDSC are RSIA and better than
their deterministic versions.

We have not presented the results of applying different
metrics graphically; however, a summary of the results is as
follows: For both test graph sets when tested with different
merging algorithms (we used CRLA with three different
priority metrics: topological sort ordering, static level, and a
randomly sorted priority list), each clustering algorithm did
best with the original CRLA (using blevel metric), moder-
ately worse with static level, and worst with random level.
As shown in the literature, the performance of the list
scheduling algorithm highly depends on the priority

metrics used and we observed that this was also the case
for the original CRLA. Employing the information provided
in clustering in the original CRLA was also another strength
for the algorithm. We also implemented an evolutionary-
based merging algorithm, however, we did not get
significant improvement in the results. We conclude that,
as long as the merging algorithm utilizes the clustering
information and does not restrict the processor selection to
the idle processors at the time of assignment (local decision
or greedy choice), it can efficiently schedule the clusters
without further need for complex assignment schemes or
evolutionary algorithms.

We also observed that, in several cases where the results
of clustering (parallel time) were equal, CFA could outper-
form RDSC and RSIA after merging (this trend was not
observed for RDSC versus DSC and RSIA versus SIA). We
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Fig. 4. Effect of one-phase versus two-phase scheduling for a subset of AG set. RRL versus CFA + CRLA on (a) 2-processor, (b) 4-processor, and

(c) 8-processor architectures. CGL versus CFA + CRLA on (d) 2-processor, (e) 4-processor, and (f) 8-processor architectures. RL versus DSC +

CRLA on (g) 2-processor, (h) 4-processor, and (i) 8-processor architectures.



also noted that there are occasional cases that two clustering
results with different parallel times provide similar answers
in the final mapping. There are also cases where a worse
clustering algorithm (worse parallel time) finds better final
results.

To find the reason for the first behavior, we studied the
clustering results of each algorithm separately. CFA tends
to use the most number of clusters when clustering tasks:
There are several cases where two clusters could be merged
with no effect on the parallel time. CFA keeps them as

separate clusters. However, both RSIA and RDSC accept
such clustering, i.e., when the result of clustering doesn’t
change the parallel time, and they tend to cluster as much as
possible in the clustering step. Providing more clusters and
clustering only those tasks with high data dependency
gives more flexibility to the merging algorithm for mapping
the results of CFA. This characteristic of CFA is the main
reason that, even in the case of similar parallel time for
clustering results, CFA is still capable of getting better
overall performance.
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TABLE 2
Performance Comparison of DSC and RL

Fig. 5. Average normalized parallel time from applying RDSC, RSIA, and CFA to a subset of AG set (for CCR = 10), (a) results of clustering

algorithms. Results of mapping the clustered graphs onto (b) a 2-processor, (c) a 4-processor, and (d) an 8-processor architecture.

TABLE 1
Performance Comparison of CFA, RRL, CGL, RDSC, and RSIA



For the second behavior, we believe that the reason is
behind the scheduling scheme (or task ordering) used in the
clustering step. CFA uses an insertion based task schedul-
ing and ordering, which is not the case for the other

clustering algorithms. Hence, there are cases where similar
clusterings of tasks end up providing different parallel
times. This behavior was only observed for two cases. For a
worse algorithm performing better at the end (only
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Fig. 6. Effect of clustering: Performance comparison of SIA and RSIA on a subset of AG graphs mapped to (a) 2-processor, (b) 4-processor, and

(c) 8-processor architectures using the CRLA algorithm.

Fig. 7. Effect of one-phase versus two-phase scheduling for the RANG setI. RRL versus CFA + CRLA on (a) 2-processor, (b) 4-processor,

and (c) 8-processor architectures. CGL versus CFA + CRLA on (d) 2-processor, (e) 4-processor, and (f) 8-processor architectures. RL

versus DSC + CRLA on (g) 2-processor, (h) 4-processor, and (i) 8-processor architectures.



observed in the case of RSIA and SIA), the explanation is

similar to that for the first behavior. A clustering algorithm

should be designed to adjust the communication and

computation time by changing the granularity of the
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Fig. 8. Average normalized parallel time from applying RDSC, RSIA, and CFA to RANG setI, (a) results of clustering algorithms. Results of mapping

the clustered graphs onto (b) a 2-processor, (c) a 4-processor, and (d) an 8-processor architecture.

Fig. 9. Effect of clustering: Performance comparison of DSC, RDSC, SIA, and RSIA on RANG setI graphs mapped to (a), (d) 2-processor,

(b), (e) 4-processor, and (c), (f) 8-processor architecture using the CRLA algorithm.



program. Hence, when a clustering algorithm ignores this
fact and groups tasks together as much as possible, many
tasks with little data dependencies end up together, and
while this approach may give a better parallel time for
clustering, it will fail in the merging step due to its
decreased flexibility.

Observing these behaviors, we believe that the perfor-
mance of clustering algorithms should only be evaluated in
conjunction with the cluster-scheduling step as the cluster-
ing results do not determine the final performance
accurately.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented an experimental setup for
comparing one-step scheduling algorithms against two-step
scheduling (clustering and cluster-scheduling) algorithms.
We have taken advantage of the increased compile-time
tolerance of embedded systems and have employed more
thorough algorithms for this experimental setup. We have
developed a novel and natural genetic algorithm formula-
tion, called CFA, for multiprocessor clustering, as well as
randomized versions, called RDSC and RSIA, of two well-
known deterministic algorithms, DSC and SIA, respectively.
The experimental results suggest that a preprocessing step
that minimizes communication overhead can be very
advantageous to multiprocessor scheduling and two-step
algorithms provide better quality schedules. We also
studied the effect of each step of the two-step scheduling
algorithm in the overall performance and learned that the
quality of clusters does have a significant effect on the
overall mapping performance. We also showed that the
performance of a poor-performing clustering algorithm
cannot be improved with an efficient merging algorithm. A
clustering is not efficient when it either combines tasks
inappropriately or puts tasks that should be clustered
together in different clusters. In the former case, merging
cannot help much because merging does not change the
initial clustering. In the latter case, merging can sometimes
help by combining the associated clusters on the same
processor. However, in this case, the results may not be as
efficient as when the right tasks are mapped together
initially. Hence, we conclude that the overall performance is
directly dependent on the clustering step and this step
should be as efficient as possible.

The merging step is important as well and should be
implemented carefully to utilize information provided in
clustering. A modified version of ready-list scheduling was
shown to perform very well on the set of input clusters. We
observed that, in several cases, the final performance is
different than the performance of the clustering step (e.g., a
worse clustering algorithm provided a better merging
answer). This suggests that the clustering algorithm should
be evaluated in conjunction with a merging algorithm as
their performance may not determine the performance of
the final answer. One better approach to compare the
performance of the clustering algorithms may be to look at
the number of clusters produced or cluster utilization in
conjunction with parallel time. In most cases, the clustering
algorithm with a smaller parallel time and more clusters
resulted in better results in merging as well. A good

clustering algorithm only clusters tasks with heavy data
dependencies together and maps many end nodes (sinks) or
tasks off the critical paths onto separate clusters giving the
merging algorithms more flexibility to place the not-so-
critically located tasks onto physical processors. We are
currently working to generalize the merging step to be used
for heterogeneous processors and interconnection con-
strained networks.

APPENDIX

Property 1. Given a clustering, there exists a clusterization
function that generates it.

Proof. Our proof is derived from the function definition in (2).
Given a clustering of a graph, we can construct the
clusterization function f� by examining the edge list.
Starting from the head of the list, for each edge (or ordered
pair of task nodes), if both head and tail of the edge belong
to the same cluster (8ekjek ¼ ðvi; vjÞððvi 2 cxÞ ^ ðvj 2 cxÞÞ),
then the associated edge cost would be zero and, according
to (2), fðekÞ ¼ 0 (this edge also belongs to�x, i.e., ek 2 �x). If
the head and tail of the edge do not belong to the same
cluster (ðððvi 2 cxÞ ^ ðvj =2 cxÞÞ _ ððvi =2 cxÞ ^ ðvj 2 cxÞÞÞ),
then fðekÞ ¼ 1. Hence, by examining the edge list, we can
construct the clusterization function and this concludes
the proof. tu

Property 2. Given a clusterization function, there is a unique
clustering that is generated by it.

Proof. The given clusterization function, f� can be repre-
sented in the form of a binary array with the length equal to
jEj, where the ith element of array is associated with the
ith edge ei and the binary values determine whether the
edge belongs to a cluster or not. By constructing the
clusters from this array, we can prove the uniqueness of
the clustering. We examine each element of the binary
array and remove the associated edge in the graph if the
binary value is 1. Once we have examined all the edges and
removed the proper edges, the graph is partitioned to
connected components where each connected component
is a cluster of tasks. Each edge is either removed or exists in
the final partitioned graph depending on its associated
binary value. Hence, anytime we build the clustering or
clustered graph using the same clusterization function, we
will get the same connected components, partitions, or
clusters, and, consequently, the clustering formed by a
clusterization function is unique. tu
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